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Abstract—Parallel applications are evolving to place larger demands not just on computation and network capabilities, but on storage systems as well. Storage hardware has scaled to keep up, but the software to drive it must evolve alongside to service this increased potential. This paper presents an output forwarding middleware for message-driven parallel applications written in Charm++. This layer directs IO operations across the entire system to a designated subset of processors in order to minimize contention and overheads. Our implementation is distinctive in that these processors are not dedicated to this task, but can still contribute to the computational task. Other processors need not block while waiting for the designated IO processors to become ready or make progress. Using this new layer, we demonstrate speedups of $1.5 - 2.5 \times$ in the popular scientific code NAMD over its previous parallel output implementation, along with reduced sensitivity to IO subsystem parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Existing parallel software is evolving to place increasing demands on I/O performance of parallel computers, and new applications that deal in immense volumes of data are rapidly emerging. As software scales, application developers are forced to use progressively more sophisticated techniques to avoid I/O operations becoming a performance bottleneck [1]. Many libraries and frameworks have arisen to address these needs (e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]).

Because of the need for high-level information and wide-ranging coordination to achieve high performance, these implementations typically focus on optimizing collective I/O operations. By doing so, they set aside chunks of time in which all processors will focus on I/O, with computation to resume after some operation is complete. During this time, a subset of processors will actually interact with the underlying filesystem, while the others will wait to communicate the data involved. The time spent waiting is time in which those processors are not doing productive computation.

In large cluster and supercomputer installations, application code runs on dedicated nodes. There may be operational interference from the node OS or daemons, but other applications will not contend for computational resources once a job is running. On Bluegene systems (which isolate distinct job partitions) and full-bandwidth switched networks, applications are similarly not competing for shared communication resources. However, no such isolation is present in the storage subsystems of these computers. The potential contention can make application I/O performance unpredictable and highly variable. In a synchronized collective operation, the delay of a single participant can degrade the performance of the entire application, magnifying the impact of that variability.

The issues of wasted resources and unpredictable performance can be mitigated by performing I/O operations asynchronously with application logic. Instead of blocking while data makes its way to or from the storage system, a program can continue executing independent work, masking the unpredictable and difficult to control latency until the operation completes.

In this paper, we describe a fully asynchronous collective I/O library implemented in the Charm++ runtime system [7]. Our library designates a subset of cores to interact with the filesystem as each operation is started, but does not dedicate the time of those cores or any others to the I/O task. Data is transferred with minimal synchronization, but still in a fashion suited to avoiding contention, while application code continues to run.

We evaluate our work by adapting the popular NAMD molecular dynamics code to use our library. NAMD’s existing release carries its own implementation of parallel I/O, aimed at limiting per-node memory requirements and increasing throughput over a single-process-I/O implementation. However, its design experiences substantial contention, and implements avoidance mechanisms that are ultimately performance-limiting. Our library achieves effective bandwidth increases of $1.5 - 2.5 \times$ over that implementation.

II. MAPPING DATA TO PROCESSORS

According to measurements of Lustre by Cray and ORNL [8], up to a few thousand processes, writing to a separate file per processor can attain full bandwidth. However, beyond a cutoff point, performance in this approach falls off. On Lustre, there are many storage nodes, but only a single centralized meta-data server. As the number of processes performing IO increases, this creates contention at the metadata server, and eventually creates contention on the storage nodes as well.

Thus, scalability demands limiting the number of processes making filesystem calls. In order to accomplish this, data from

1 This library is distributed as part of the Charm++ programming environment, available for download from http://charm.cs.illinois.edu/
the overall set of processes must be funneled to a smaller operating set. Once data’s position in output is determined, it is straightforward to map this to a subset of processes. Simple experiments contrasting ‘round-robin’ and ‘long-stripe’ arrangements have found that performance is generally higher with each output process writing long contiguous stripes. More detailed work [3] exploits knowledge of how the underlying filesystem will map file data to storage nodes to minimize the number of interactions between compute and storage nodes.

The stripe is the smallest unit of data in which a storage subsystem happily deals. There is a tradeoff between amortizing overhead in transfers (favoring a larger stripe size), and exposing more parallelism and hence offering higher potential bandwidth (favoring a smaller stripe size). Keeping latency and interference low also leans toward smaller stripes. For any given parallel filesystem, the number of storage nodes is an upper bound on the available parallelism in data transfers to or from storage.

In this work, we do not directly consider how to optimize the number of processors to use for I/O, leaving that as a parameter to be set by application code. Given the number of working processors and an amount of data to be written, we can compute a reasonable chunk size to be assigned to each processor. These chunks should generally come out to multiples of the underlying storage system stripe size. Since only one processor will operate on the stripes that make up any given chunk, there is no risk of contention for locks from storage nodes.

### III. Design

We have implemented an output forwarding layer for parallel applications written on top of the Charm++ parallel runtime system. As shown in Figure 1, the application’s work is divided among several objects on each processor. The objects communicate with each other by asynchronous method invocation in an active-messaging scheme. Each processor can be executing work in one object while transmitting or receiving messages for others. This overlap of communication and computation is important for high performance.

Normal application development practices in Charm++ suggest the use of numbers of objects that correspond to a ‘natural’ decomposition of the problem being solved or the system being simulated, without direct regard for the number of processors in the system. The runtime can then map these objects to optimize for load balance and communication patterns. However, for an I/O library, the many considerations of process- and node-level buffering, connection and contention limiting, and others drive toward an implementation that explicitly considers how many processors are available and how work is distributed among them.

The central element of our implementation is a one-perprocessor collection of objects (known as a Chare Group in Charm++) that we will interpose between application-level objects that own the data and the underlying parallel filesystem. Groups communicate by the same asynchronous mechanisms as other Charm++ objects, but are addressed by the processor on which they reside, rather than by an abstract index. The ‘Parallel I/O Proxy’ objects of Figure 1 are implemented as a chare group, instantiated at application startup. The interface to this group, including the message entry points and sequencing logic, can be seen in Figure 2. The corresponding implementation code can be seen in Figure 3.

When the application wants to perform output, it signals this collection to prepare for that process (Manager::prepareOutout()). The group signals its readiness to the application through a callback (ready), through which it delivers an opaque handle that the application should pass in along with the data. That handle acts as a ‘parallel file descriptor,’ allowing the proxy objects to look up the parameters (which processors, stripe size, offsets,
Fig. 2. The interface definition and coordination code for the I/O proxy group

e.g.) associated with each particular target file. Once the system is ready, the application objects will pass their portions of the data to the local element of the group (Manager::write()), which will redistribute the data according to the plan and perform write operations as whole stripes are assembled.

A. Control Flow

For each file, our IO forwarding layer takes as parameters a stripe size, a number of processors to use, a starting processor, and a numeric separation between those processors. It applies these parameters in a straightforward fashion to direct data provided by the application to the processor that will eventually pass it to the filesystem.

When application code is ready to write data to persistent storage, it calls the IO forwarding layer with a file name, size, and the parameters listed above. It also passes two callbacks, for signaling readiness and completion. These callbacks can represent a function to call or, more commonly, the target of a subsequent message send. The IO forwarding layer communicates internally to ensure that all processors know how
struct Options {
    /// How much contiguous data (in bytes) should be assigned to each active PE
    size_t peStripe;
    /// How much contiguous data (in bytes) should a PE gather before writing it out
    size_t writeStripe;
    /// How many PEs should participate in this activity
    int activePES;
    /// Which PE should be the first to participate in this activity
    int basePE;
    /// How should active PEs be spaced out?
    int skipPES;
};

struct FileInfo {
    std::string name;
    Options opts;
    size_t bytes, total_written;
    int fd;
    CkCallback complete;
};

class Manager : public CBase_Manager {
    /// Application-facing methods, invoked locally on the calling PE
    void prepareOutput(const char *name, size_t bytes, CkCallback ready, CkCallback complete,
                        Options opts = Options()) {
        thisProxy[0].prepareOutput_central(name, bytes, ready, complete, opts);
    }

    void write(int handle, const char *data, size_t bytes, size_t offset) {
        Options &opts = files[handle].opts;
        do {
            size_t stripe = offset / opts.peStripe;
            int pe = opts.basePE + stripe * opts.skipPES;
            size_t byteToSend = min(bytes, opts.peStripe - offset % opts.peStripe);
            thisProxy[pe].write_forwardData(handle, data, byteToSend, offset);
            data += byteToSend;
            offset += byteToSend;
            bytes -= byteToSend;
        } while (bytes > 0);
    }

    /// Internal methods, used for interaction among IO managers across the system
    void write_forwardData(int handle, const char *data, size_t bytes, size_t offset) {
        // Omitted error checking and interruption handle code for simplicity
        write(files[handle].fd, data, bytes_left, offset);
        thisProxy[0].write_dataWritten(handle, bytes);
    }

    void write_dataWritten(int handle, size_t bytes) {
        files[handle].total_written += bytes;
        if (files[handle].total_written == files[handle].bytes)
            files[handle].complete.send();
    }

    int filesOpened;
    int nextHandle;
    std::map<int, FileInfo> files;
    CkCallback nextReady;

    int lastActivePE(Options &opts) {
        return opts.basePE + (opts.activePES - 1) * opts.skipPES;
    }
};

Fig. 3. The implementation of the I/O proxy group
that file is to be handled. Every processor acknowledges these instructions by contributing to a parallel reduction operation. When the reduction reaches the root processor, it triggers the ready callback, passing a handle object used to look up the file. These steps are illustrated in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 5, the application code sends this handle to any objects with data to be written. Each of these objects call the IO proxy object local to the processor on which they reside, passing the handle along with their data buffers. The local proxies forward data to proxies on other processors as needed, via the Manager::write_forwardData() method. From the application’s point of view, the forwarding process completes immediately, and buffers can be reused or discarded without delay. When an IO proxy has written all the data it is responsible for, it notifies the master. When the master has heard from the IO proxies on every processor writing data, it signals the completion callback.

B. Striping

Given the substantial documented effect of matching application writes to filesystem striping, the optimization priority is to constrain each output processor’s writes to distinct stripes. For each segment of data that the application wishes to write, we compute which stripes it intersects based on the stripe size parameter (Figure 3 line 33), as shown in Figure 6. Then, for each stripe, we compute which processor is responsible for writing that stripe to the filesystem (line 34). We send messages containing each stripe chunk to the IO proxy on its respective processor (line 36). When the IO proxy receives the data, it passes it to the filesystem (line 46), secure in the knowledge that it will not contend with other processors for access to that stripe, and notifies the root processor (line 47) so that we can tell when the process is complete (lines 50-55).

IV. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we have adapted NAMD, an existing Charm++ application, to use our output framework. NAMD is a popular (> 40,000 users) code for classical (i.e. Newtonian) simulation of large (up to 100 million atoms) biomolecular systems at atomic scale. Its behavior of periodically dumping the state of the computation (i.e. the positions and velocities of all particles) to disk is typical of many scientific applications.

In its present version, NAMD contains mechanisms to do parallel output. Specifically, the particles’ positions are collated on a subset of the processors, which coordinate to write their data to the filesystem. This coordination amounts to a control on how many of them will actually make write() calls simultaneously. This scheme was implemented to enable scalability to large target systems without exceeding the available memory on individual nodes. It makes some expedient choices to attain acceptable performance, and leaves several knobs for the user to set ‘appropriately’. It takes no account of the type or parameters of the filesystem on which it runs.

NAMD’s parallel output scheme [9] introduces a layer of indirection between the application objects and the IO processors, to balance the IO and memory load among the processors performing IO. Depending on how many processors are involved in output and when they perform their operation, performance can vary wildly. Figure 7 shows execution traces of NAMD before our modifications from (a) each processor writing to a separate file, a scheme not supported by sur-
Fig. 5. Flow of execution once a file is ready to be written

Fig. 7. Execution timelines of unmodified NAMD performing an output step generated by the PROJECTIONS tool (with comparable time scales). (a) Multiple files dummy scheme; (b) Single file, one at a time; (c) Single file, simultaneously rounding tools or NAMD’s own input reader, as a point of reference. (b) all writes going to one file one after another, (c) and all writes going to one file simultaneously. Note that these traces are presented on approximately the same timescale, illustrating that an incautious ‘all-at-once’ mode of output can be disastrous.

The disappointing performance in NAMD’s working output code can be explained by the various kinds of contention that it creates in the storage subsystem. Among the processors performing output, data is divided among them evenly, for the sake of load balance. Since the simulation data set does not precisely divide into neat power-of-two size chunks, this means that there is no alignment of each processor’s writes to filesystem or storage hardware boundaries. Additionally, because each processor’s responsibility crosses stripe boundaries, there are substantially more connections to the storage nodes than are necessary.

In Figure 8, we present measurements of the average bandwidth obtained by coordinate outputs from a 10-million atom simulation on Jaguar, a Cray XT5 with a Lustre-based storage system. Each output step wrote 283MiB of data, and the data presented are the average of 8 output steps each. We can see that NAMD’s existing implementation peaks around 220MiB/s using 36 out of 480 processors for output, and falls off rapidly. In contrast, when NAMD is adapted to use our library, it sees substantially better performance on both 240 and 480
processors. Measured bandwidth ranges from 305MiB/s to 580MiB/s. Moreover, our attained bandwidth does not decay as rapidly as one leaves the ‘sweet spot’ of output processor count. Thus, it is less reliant on the user to choose a good value for the number of output processors. Finally, because it successfully uses a larger number of cores, we are able to run much larger simulations (with a correspondingly larger memory footprint) without output times increasing sharply.

Measurements by the machine’s operators [8] suggest that the underlying Lustre filesystem can offer bandwidth of at least 1.5 GiB/s to this many processors. Thus, there is still a long ways to go in minimizing time spent performing output.

V. RELATED WORK

Collective I/O and asychronous I/O are necessarily popular techniques used in large parallel applications to prevent I/O becoming a performance bottleneck [1]. There is plentiful effort to provide efficient implementations of the standard MPI-IO API (e.g., [2], [3]). Additional efforts are directed at optimizing the use of lower-level APIs by data formatting libraries such as the Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) [10] and the Common Data Format (CDF) [11]. Following Cormen’s dicta about storage transparency [12], these various efforts are slowly exploiting the various bits of knowledge that are latent in the filesystem and data formatting implementations.

Lang et al. [13] conduct several experiments to show how the changes on configurations influence the aggregated bandwidth of Intrepid (the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility BG/P system) under different application I/O benchmarks. Their work convinces us that, besides the applications’ I/O pattern, the system performance also heavily rely on tuning parameters. Thus, researchers have to expend extra effort to tune them when these data formats are employed in demanding applications. For instance, Howison et al. [5] proposed several detailed modifications on HDF5 to make it perform better above the Lustre [14] file system as configured on a trio of Cray supercomputers. For example, they align all objects in a file over a particular size threshold since most parallel file systems performs best when data access falls on chunk boundaries. This benefit of alignment motivates the present work.

IBM’s GPFS [15] relies heavily on its distributed lock manager and byte-range locking policies to achieve good performance. The distributed lock manager hands out lock tokens to particular nodes, and those nodes do not need to request new locks for successive accesses to the same disk object. The byte-range locking allows multiple nodes writing to different parts of the same file simultaneously by negotiating for the token of required range. As long as the access patterns are unpredictable, their negotiation protocol will be able to minimize conflicts. The access pattern has significant dependence on how files are organized which GPFS itself cannot control. Thus, there is no guarantee for the performance of prediction algorithm.

The striping technique is also employed by Lustre [14] which, however, focuses on other benefits presented by striping, e.g., maximum file size is not limited by the size of a single target and I/O bandwidth to a single file can aggregate the bandwidth of all the objects that make up that file. PVFS [16] allows users to specify stripe size of each file. But their minimum granularity is one file, i.e., all chunks of the same file share identical size.
Much software that uses or coordinates parallel I/O uses a small subset of compute nodes as I/O delegates that combine data and perform interactions with low level APIs. Asynchronous I/O allows I/O workload to overlap with computational workload instead of impeding computing. Besides the above two techniques, Ohta et al. [6] employ pipeline techniques to further overlap I/O requests at the network and filesystem layers. The present work is distinct from these other systems in that the processors performing I/O need not be dedicated to that task, but can also contribute to the overall computational effort of the application. By reducing the necessary number of distinct types of components, this sharing can also potentially simplify system management and reduce overall costs.

The Damaris project [4] describes the use of dedicated cores in multicore nodes to offload and accelerate I/O. Given dedicated cores that were spending substantial time idling, they explore various ways to use the ‘loose’ processing power. By compressing the data to be stored, they increased the effective bandwidth available to the application, and reduced load on the storage system. By performing some analysis and visualization calculations while a simulation is running, they shorten time to result and enable earlier detection of failing runs that might otherwise consume substantial computer resources. In our setting, the Charm++ programming system, these can be executed as additional asynchronous tasks that get slotted in with the rest of an ongoing computation, sharing the system’s computational resources in a flexible fashion to achieve an application’s goals. For instance, the LiveViz library assembles visualization data from a running program, and the Projections performance tracing framework can be configured to compress logs as they’re written when the user expects that to be beneficial.

The layout-aware collective I/O system [3] matches the delegated compute nodes directly to particular storage nodes, in order to minimize contention. This is straightforward on filesystems like Lustre, that simply round-robin stripes of each file across a set of storage nodes, because the mapping requires only simple arithmetic. On more variable distributed filesystems, such as Ceph [17], determining which delegate is responsible for transferring which bits may become more complicated.

VI. Future Work

Beyond the simple stripe-separation optimization described here, there are a few other techniques implemented by other systems that would be suitable here.

A. Stripe Buffering

Storage systems at many levels gain performance when data is written in whole blocks, lines, or stripes at a time. One frequent source of this constraint is the potential need to read some data in order to write other data nearby. For instance, RAID5 and RAID6 arrays need to keep parity blocks up to date when storing data blocks. If a store is presented as an entire stripe, spanning as many disks as make up the array, the parity can be calculated wholly from the input data, with the old bits on disk making no contribution.

Once data is forwarded to a designated processor, which knows how large a chunk it will write, there is a decision to be made: dispose of the data immediately, or buffer it in order to present fewer, neater requests to the storage system? The tradeoffs here are not entirely clear. By writing immediately, the system achieves some degree of pipelining, and storage systems with sufficient write cache can still avoid the read-modify-write slowdown. Buffering presents fewer requests to the filesystem, and hence incurs lower overhead. If the buffer is sized and aligned correctly to write as a unit, the storage system may not need to cache it at all. However, it also increases memory usage on processors servicing I/O requests, which may be undesirable or potentially unacceptable.

B. Pipelining

As mentioned above, servicing write requests immediately has the potential effect of pipelining a processor’s total I/O load. However, this is a very crude way to do so. In particular, if a processor receives a message carrying a large quantity of data to be written, it might try to write that entire blob at once. The latency incurred by doing so could be substantial, blocking the processor from doing other work or receiving other messages in the meantime.

Given a willingness to buffer at least some data, each processor could write some fixed fraction of its data as that portion is available. For instance, if a processor were responsible for 64MiB of data, it could write in 4 16MiB chunks. This is large enough to attain good performance from lower-level systems, without introducing needless delays.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described the implementation and evaluation of an IO optimization framework for applications built for the Charm++ parallel runtime environment. This framework reduces contention for filesystem resources by limiting the number of processors that interact directly with the filesystem. It then avoids contention among those active processors by making processors responsible for stripes of a file, which can be sized according to the filesystem’s parameters. Unlike existing IO frameworks, the processors assigned IO tasks are not set aside to perform just those tasks, but can also participate in the computation occurring on the rest of the system. In adapting NAMD, an application that already implemented a parallel output scheme of its own, to the new library, we saw speedups of $1.5 - 2.5 \times$, along with reduced sensitivity to the exact parameters guiding the IO process and an increase in the number of processes that can feasibly participate in IO.
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